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Abstract
Sustainable architecture design is becoming more and more popular all over the world, especially
in China. Active sustainable strategies play an important role in sustainable architecture design
such as solar panels, wind turbines, and roof gardens. However, this Thesis will find some new
passive ways to improve the sustainability of buildings by proving bionic technology. The thesis
seeks to integrate living organisms into buildings to improve the sustainability of buildings and
generate sustainable resources. This main focus is biomimetics. The technology used in the
design of architecture sustainability. Bionics or biomimicry refers to artificial processes or
systems that mimic nature. The thesis will develop a program that is about how to interpret
biomimicry language to architecture language and apply it to the design of a building to improve
its performance. The thesis finally mainly use three biomimicry technology to design the
building. They are respectively (1) a "termite mound" structure to advance ventilation of the
building, (2)algae to clean carbon dioxide, and (3) a "three-leaf clover" floor plan layout and
building form. to create more fresh energy for the building. In addition, the thesis aims to use
more biomimicry solutions to overcome those problems from site analysis.
Keywords
Biomimicry architecture, sustainability, green building, office building, Shanghai.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Sustainable architecture design is becoming more and more popular worldwide, especially in
China. Active facilities play an essential role in sustainable architecture design, such as solar
panels, wind turbines, and roof gardens. This project will find some new passive ways to improve
the sustainability of buildings by proving biomimicry technology can reduce building carbon
emission performance and improve the indoor environment. The project seeks to integrate
biomimicry organisms' forms and features into structures to improve the sustainability of buildings
and generate sustainable resources. This theme of the thesis's primary focus is on biomimetic
technology used in the design of architecture sustainability.
1.2 What is biomimicry and biomimicry architecture?
"Biomimicry" is a deliberate imitation of the genius of nature's creation." It is a cross-disciplinary
approach that connects two separate worlds, such as "nature and technology," "biology and
innovation," and "life and design." The practice of bionics is an attempt to bring the time-tested
wisdom of life to the design table so that human solutions can create environments conducive to
the survival of life. "Biomimicry" is achieved by borrowing life's design blueprints, chemical
formulations, and ecological strategies to find sustainable solutions[1]. This kind of environmental
strategy by simulating biological features also became more and more popular in the field of
building science. Bionics is one of the most transformative technologies that allow us as a species
to adapt, adapt, and integrate into the natural workings of the Earth in the most revolutionary way
possible[2].
Bionics or biomimetics refers to artificial processes or systems that mimic nature. The concept of
bionics is becoming more and more popular in architecture. We seek sustainable solutions by
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imitating the time-tested patterns and Strategies of nature. Organisms are not perfect yet evolve to
survive, thus providing an adaptive guiding architecture[2].
1.3 What is Biomimicry in architecture?
Biomimicry in architecture and manufacturing refers to designing buildings and products to imitate
or select processes that occur in nature. There are super synthetic solid spider silk, adhesives that
mimic gecko feet, and wind turbine blades that mimic whale fins. "The way biological systems
solve problems is very different from engineering systems," said Peter Niewiarowski, a biologist
at Akron University and its Centre for Bionic Research and innovation[3]. He noted that humandesigned solutions are rough and additive. They need to use more materials or energy to accelerate
the reaction, both are expensive. Natural processes depend on unique geometry and material
properties[4]. That's why Architects always use this kind of biological geometry and material
properties to design a building's construction and material.
1.4 Biomimicry in Sustainable Building
Climate change and the depletion of fossil resources are two of the most pressing issues facing
humanity today, both of which pose a danger to our species' existence. According to Ned Cramer's
recent research in the United States, architecture significantly affects climate change[5]. Through
materials manufacture, land development, and the burning of fossil fuels such as coal, oil, and gas,
building construction is responsible for roughly half of the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions
generated in the United States[5]. The manufacture of building materials adds up to about 12
percent of all carbon emissions. Buildings are one of the significant sources of greenhouse gas
emissions; they are also full of toxic chemicals that can make people sick [5]." The paper is written
in the spirit of working with nature, not against it specifically, by tapping into the potential of
biomimetic and biophilic design for sustainable buildings. As the climate crisis escalates, it's
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paramount to understand the incredible potential of these approaches, says Eric Corey Freed,
director of sustainability at CannonDesign: " The larger vision is to achieve zero-carbon, healthy
and vibrant buildings for all." "Mainstreaming bionics-designing the way nature does-and
biophilic design that incorporates nature into a design is a critical way to achieve this goal.
This study investigated this issue because the development of biomimicry building energy
efficiency and biomimicry green architecture should follow and respect natural rules. It is
necessary to study the mechanisms used in biological systems. When combined with modern
building technologies, they should be employed to support building innovation and realize the
rapid development of building energy efficiency and green buildings. So bionic technology is a
handy tool to develop sustainability in architectural design. This project is based on previous
architectural projects that have employed biophilic, biomimetic, and bionic techniques. In answer
to the research topic addressed in the upcoming sections, these strategies drive the study's design
result.
1.5 Office building in China
China may be the pioneering field for future work models on the international stage. As China
successfully emerges from its new COVID-19 haze, people return from home isolation to the office,
proving the importance of mobility, collaboration, and autonomy[6]. China's employees are highly
mobile, and while the office is the backbone of their work, they spend most of their week working
at their workplace, other office locations, client locations, and from home. While only one in ten
employees say they work full-time, the office remains the primary place where employees work.
By incorporating other workplaces into their typical workweek, commuters can better match the
best environment to the work they need to do each day. Thereby, comfortable and smart office
buildings will become the main favorite of the building industry. This paper aims to create a
3

sustainable office building system with natural and renewable resources obtained from the
environment[6].
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Chapter 2. Hypothesis
2.1. The Scope and limitations
Sustainable design in China has evolved considerably over the past decade. In Shanghai,
architecture and engineering are leading the way compared to other areas of economic activity.
But at the same time, the understanding of sustainable development and the ambitions and
achievements of so-called sustainable architecture is still seriously lacking. This is mainly due to
several reasons: the failure to take sustainability seriously enough, incoherent ESD policies（The
development of the regional Strategy on Education for Sustainable Development, and primarily
limited aesthetic plan of architecture)[7]. As we enter the 21st century, the construction of
buildings consumes about 3 billion tons of raw materials per year[8]. By most estimates, new
construction accounts for 40 percent of the world's annual use of bare stone, gravel, and sand; 40
percent of processed materials, such as steel; and a quarter of the wood harvest. Together, new and
existing buildings' energy use account for two-fifths of the world's annual energy use: another onesixth of water consumption and one-half of the waste stream both comes from buildings' energy
use. The construction and maintenance of modern buildings are on par with the material and energy
use of the entire manufacturing sector of the global economy. However, suppose biomimicry is
used as a tool for sustainable building design. In that case, it may be possible to improve the
efficiency of sustainable building development and break through some of the inherent costly,
aesthetic, and raw material consumption bottlenecks of sustainable buildings. Bio-cement, for
example, is a new construction material developed by BIOMASON Building Materials in which
bacteria alter the pH balance of the surrounding aggregated materials, allowing calcium carbonate
to grow and bind the materials together with virtually no carbon emissions, similar to how
microbes create coral reefs[7].
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This project aimed to pursue several different biomimicry methods for sustainable building,
emphasizing producing organic resources on their own. The goal was to create a biomimetic
building-producing model and then use it in office buildings to reduce resource consumption while
maximizing the advantages of a sustainable product[7]. In other words, it seems that this initiative
demonstrates how biomimicry may contribute to sustainable construction via office design. The
goal is to develop a closed-loop biomimicry process that indicates to the building's inhabitants how
biomimicry design may contribute to more environmentally friendly architecture. The project also
aimed to create a pleasant working atmosphere inside the structure, boosting productivity and
allowing for improved working conditions in harmony with nature.
The project's limits are in utilizing numerous bionic technologies, such as microalgae, to generate
renewable resources and in the fact that it seeks measurable results. On the other hand, the structure
is meant to gather a substantial quantity of natural resources from biomimetic technology, such as
biochemistry, wind, and solar energy, and to support the storage and production of bio-inspired
resources on-site, thanks to its site position and orientation.
2.2. The office space in China statement.
Based on the report of Chinese office space 2021 from Gensler, Chinese office workers are back
in the office and the workplace is still the main pillar of the workweek. Matching the best
environment to the work they need to do every day. Finally, the researchers found some results
through their survey[6].
Chinese workers want mixed work to continue, and they feel the benefits. Most workers in China
prefer a mixed work pattern. While this is not universal for all employees, those in a blended mode
are most likely to report that their work scenario has positively impacted productivity, job
satisfaction, personal creativity, and other key performance indicators[6]. Employees who adopt a
6

hybrid work model benefit from resources, collaboration in the office, and the flexibility to work
in other locations[6]. Thus, for this thesis, workplace design will be taken as an assistant way to
complete the office building project. The hybrid work model is the core of workplace design.
2.3 Hypothesis
With the development of biomimicry building, this "biomimicry revolution" is a critical guideline
toward more sustainable built environments. Biomimicry architecture is focused on learning from
nature rather than only extracting elements from it. I believe that the link between biomimicry and
architecture will become stronger, which means more overlapping technologies between
biomimicry and building will be found and taken as an approach to make building more
sustainable. Through the site research and today the situation of office building's sustainability.
And I figure out problems that Chinese old office buildings have and may negatively impact a
building's sustainability. This study hypothesizes that applying biomimicry will significantly solve
those problems and enhance the building's sustainability. And it intends to demonstrate if this is
true by designing an office building using biomimicry and measuring the results based on indoor
illumination, glare, ventilation, energy saving, and carbon emissions. According to LEED v4.1 and
Chinese Green Building Standards, those five aspects are parts of the standard to criteria the
building's sustainability. Moreover, all of the problems that biomimicry strategies to overcome
exist in those areas of the five aspects. The reason why chose office buildings is that most of the
building construction in China is office buildings. Taking office buildings as this thesis research
item can be better to promote sustainable building development.
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Chapter 3. Literature review
A. Key research term in the field of biomimetic
Aaron in the thesis named bionic architecture category all of researching items in biomimetics
such as:
a. Biological fixation
The process in which photosynthetic microorganisms such as microalgae convert carbon dioxide
into food sources for growth[2].
b. Bionics
Imitation of processes or systems made by humans’ nature. These terms come from the
Greek word BIOS, meaning life and life Imitation[2].
c. Biomimetic
To create more effective technologies that are profitable, biomimetics is concentrated on
scientific translation, radical technical innovation, and commercialization. There is no
stated objective of sustainability. I think those that practice biomimetic design should look
for fresh and respectful relationships with nature and then make an effort to produce
sustainable ideas[9].
d. Biomimicry
The main focuses of biomimicry are an inspiration, creativity, and education, with the
overarching objectives of sustainability and re-engaging humans with nature. For
biomimicry practitioners to be successful and produce economically viable inventions, they
require the assistance of designers, subject matter, technical experts, and business
specialists[1].
e. Biomimicry architecture
It involves an innovative architectural style, inspired by nature, and combined with our
architectural environment, the combination of nature and modern technology[4].
8

f. Microalgae
Microalgae are photosynthetic microorganisms that capture carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere[10].
B. Bionic architecture energy efficiency
Bionic building energy conservation and bionic green building are important means to ensure
the harmony between architecture and the natural environment, maintain ecological balance
and realize the sustainable development of buildings. Based on summarizing the research
progress of bionic technology in building function, structure, and material, the application and
typical cases of bionic building energy saving and bionic green building are analyzed[2]. For
example, the use of natural wisdom in buildings, based on the good natural ventilation system
in termite mounds, has created architectural innovation using bionic functions. Passive
building technology using solar energy resources can not only improve the indoor thermal
environment but also achieve low energy consumption. Inspiration from the mechanical
properties, structural relationships, and material properties of natural objects, and the
application of this building structure or shape design, long-span structures, such as sling and
thin shell structures, respectively simulate spider web and eggshell to design and improve the
efficiency of building resources. The use of polar bear fur, lotus leaves, and other natural
animals and plant's bionic building materials, automatic compensation, supervision, and
maintenance mechanism to obtain the building surface, make the building actively adapt to the
environment, thus reflecting the symbiotic relationship between the building and the
environment, and achieving green development and high efficiency, low energy consumption
building[1].
Yuan, Yanping expounds that biomimicry building energy saving and biomimicry green
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building are important means to ensure the harmony between the building and the natural
environment, maintain ecological balance and realize the sustainable development of
buildings. Based on summarizing the research progress of bionic technology in building
function, structure, and material, the application and typical cases of bionic building energy
saving and ion green building are analyzed[3].
[11]The rising greenhouse effect is making the global climate worse; Climate change and fossil
fuel consumption are one of the main problems that threaten human survival. A recent study
by Ned Cramer in the United States shows that architecture plays an essential role in climate
change[12]. Nearly half of the carbon dioxide emissions from material produced in the United
States come from construction. Land development and the burning of fossil fuels such as coal,
oil, and natural gas. Carbon dioxide has proved to be one of the main reasons solar energy is
trapped in the earth's atmosphere, causing the earth's temperature to rise. Cramer's research
strongly points out that architecture must be responsible for its impact on the environment and
seeks to develop the building process to meet the environmental challenges associated with
climate change[5]. Thus, the concept of sustainable architecture has become more and more
popular worldwide. Lilly first introduces the background of decarbonization. She states that
although decarbonization has been very popular in many political speeches and global issues
recently, which has not yet gotten enough attention in the architecture field, and which has not
yet changed the way of designing and building in the future[2]. As a result, the authors
recommend ten decarbonization options for buildings, including combining operational and
embedded carbon, decarbonizing at three levels, focusing on the early phases of a project, etc.
Except for decarbonization, researchers pay more and more attention to how bionic technology
helps the development of sustainable architecture.
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In the photosynthetic thesis, Pelotte put out a new concept that photosynthetic is a building
envelope system that uses solar energy to remove carbon dioxide and pollutants from the
atmosphere. It can also produce a valuable food resource in the form of algae. The author of
this article explained how those photosynthetic works in detail and gave us many opportunities
for sustainable building design.
C. New innovations used in sustainable architecture design in the future.
When researchers place this alga into a facility as part of the building, Ecologic-Studio in
London cultivates a novel microalga that can absorb carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. It
stores carbon dioxide from the atmosphere in real-time, around 1 kilogram of carbon dioxide
every day, or the equivalent of 20 trees. It comprises 16,2,7 meter modules, each of which has
a photobioreactor, a digital design, and a custom-built plastic container that harnesses sunlight
to feed the live microalgae culture while also releasing illuminating shadows at night[10].
It's a basic concept to design an environmentally friendly building influenced by nature. It's
something I've done many times before. When diving for food, penguins, for example, utilize
plant and animal traits as models to aid in the construction of structures. Photosynthesis is how
plants transform light energy into chemical energy and carbon dioxide and water into
carbohydrates and oxygen. Chemical energy is stored in carbohydrate molecules which are
synthesized from Co2 and water[10].
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The following is an average of the anticipated results as shown in figure 1. However, actual
performance will be affected by factors like sun exposure, microclimate, and other site-specific
elements. Microclimate factors are variable and difficult to determine thus they are left outside
the realm of this thesis.

Figure 1. Photosynthetic cladding predicted performance chart.

D. Wind Tree (Alternative Energy)
Caltech researcher John Daribi noticed that fish swimming in schools could swim together
without disturbing each other. Each fish represented several small vortices that would be
created behind them as they swam. He invented vertical-axis wind turbines that work well in
close proximity using this concept. Conventional ones, on the other hand, interfere with each
other. Daribi’s wind turbines feed on each other to increase efficiency and maximize the use
of the available areas. By optimizing positioning, vertical axis wind farms can produce ten
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times the wind energy produced by a typical[13].

Figure 2. Tree wind turbine evolution diagram. Left: school fish group principal. Right: bionic wind turbine tree.

Horizontal wind turbine. The wind tree is visually inspired by nature for renewable energy
in urban areas. A French company called "New Wind" designed and installed a tree wind
turbine in the Place de la Concorde in Paris, France, based on the idea of a vertical wind
turbine. The company's founder, Jérôme Michaud Larivière, came up with the idea in a
square in Paris when he "saw the leaves of the tree trees trembling without a trace of air."
Figure2 is the illstraturation to show us the evolution of the Tree wind turbine. The original
concept of the tree wind turbine also comes from John's vertical wind turbine. Still, the
difference between traditional vertical and tree wind turbines is that the "new wind"
company designed a new leave shape vertical wind turbine blade and mounted it in reduced
size on a tree structure bracket. They hoped that these trees could be used to harness the
small air currents that flow along with buildings and streets and could eventually be
installed in people's yards and city centers. These tree-shaped wind turbines can generate
electricity in winds as low as 4.5 miles per hour. The left diagram in figure1 is the hand
sketch of John's vertical wind turbine concept, and the right chart in figure 2 is the tree
wind turbine machine updated by the "new wind" company[13].
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E. Honeycomb Structure
Honeycomb architecture, construction materials, and building embellishments are all
examples of honeycomb structures used in architectural engineering. Honeycomb
architecture is a cutting-edge architectural system that features a hexangular tube structure
as its conceptual design. Honeycomb-style buildings of various shapes excel in terms of
energy efficiency, environmental friendliness, and earthquake resistance[14].
Wang have have proposed a hexagonal support structure as a shading system. Given a field
of preferred node axes which are orthogonal to the rays of light, they optimize a honeycomb
such that the walls of cells fit the given node axis field, thus effectively blocking light while
still forming a shallow honeycomb (the result of optimization here serves as the freeform
structure providing shade for people waiting for trains)[15].
F. Biomimicry design-lens
Biomimicry Design-Lens is a set of diagrams that provide a visual representation of the
foundations of our design approach. It includes the core components of this approach: the
fundamentals, living principles, and bionic thinking[16].
a. Biomimicry thinking
Figure 3 presents bionic thinking in the form of a diagram that resembles a viewing lens
with a peek into the mysteries of bionics, where the process of where, how, what, and why
bionics fits into any field or design scale is explained inductively. Yet bionic thinking is a
framework designed to help individuals apply bionics to develop anything. It is similar to
technical scoping. The grey outer circle in Figure 3 contains the four areas of most
outstanding value in the bionic design process encompassing scoping, discovery,
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production, and evaluation. The green inner ring in the middle of the period defines the
bionic design steps[16].

Figure 3. BIOMIMICRY THINKING Biomimicry DesignLens

b. The principles of life
Life’s principle design-lens, a design lesson from nature, and sustainability solutions are
shown in Figure 4. This lens' inner ring of green combines and optimizes these tactics to
generate life-friendly circumstances. We may model novel solutions and assess our ideas
against these sustainability criteria by understanding these essential design principles.
Being regionally attuned and sensitive, utilizing life-friendly chemistry, being resource-
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efficient, integrating development and growth, and evolving to survive and adapt to
changing situations are all examples of the inner ring of green[16].

Figure 4. Principles of Life Biomimicry Design-lens

G. Typical Sample of combination between the office building and biomimicry. The
Eastgate Center in Zimbabwe
The Eastgate Center shown in figure 5 is a shopping mall and office building in Harare,
Zimbabwe. Instead of using traditional fuel-based air-conditioning systems to regulate the
temperature inside the building, the Eastgate Center aims to utilize more passive and
energy-efficient climate control mechanisms. The building's building materials have a high
thermal capacity, enabling them to store and release heat gained from the surrounding
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environment[17]. This process is facilitated by fans that run in timed cycles to enhance
warm heat storage during the day and heat release during cool nights. The internal heat
generated by the building's occupants and appliances also helps to push airflow in the large
open spaces inside the building, as airflow rises from offices and shops on the lower floors
to open roof chimneys[18]. A variety of openings throughout the building further enable
passive internal airflow driven by external wind. These design features work together to
reduce temperature changes within the building as the external temperature fluctuates. The
$35 million building saved 10 percent upfront by not buying an air conditioning system.
Because of the savings in energy costs, the building rents less than nearby buildings[18].

Figure 5. The Eastgate Center in Zimbabwe

In designing the buildings, the researchers proposed that termite mounds maintain a stable
internal climate by having physical structures that enable passive internal airflow.
Although subsequent research on termite mounds has changed our understanding of the
structural function of mounds, the East Gate Center still achieved a controlled internal
climate with the help of cost-effective and energy-efficient mechanisms originally inspired
17

by termite mounds[19]. Figure 6 shows the Schematic diagram of natural ventilation used
in the Harare East Gate Building.

Figure 6. Schematic diagram of natural ventilation used in Harare East Gate BuildingSchematic diagram of natural ventilation
used in Harare East Gate Building

H. Clover Netflix Building
Figure 7 shows, "Nanjing Jindi Future School," a landmark building in Nanjing's Jiangbei
New District, is based on the bionic idea of clover leaf organization. The building's interior
area is organized following the clover leaf's biomimicry principle. The triangular
construction is more efficient than the standard herringbone architecture, which is a
monolithic structure, enabling students to readily access any educational module, saving
time and distance, and encouraging curriculum integration. A communal atrium on the
third, fourth, and fifth levels expands the reach of the student's educational experiences[20].
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Figure 7. Aerial view of clover building
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Chapter4. Case Study
4.1 The biomimetic office building
As shown in Figure 8, the first case is a concept of the biomimicry office building that comes from
a British firm Exploration Architecture. Although the concept of the biomimetic office building
has not to been constructed in the real world, The biomimicry office represents a new paradigm,
the first office building ever to be fully designed using bionic technology. Good design involves
collaboration and integration of multiple performance metrics[21]. The key requirements for the
project were to maximize the use of natural lighting, maximize the floor area available for rent,
structural performance, and large areas of photovoltaic panels on the building envelope. The team
developed state-of-the-art genetic algorithms to drive parametric models, which allowed them to
optimize

the

overall

architectural

form

and

configuration

of

simultaneously[21].

Figure 8. The central hall of the biomimicry office building concept
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multiple

objectives

The team also developed a multi-objective design process to optimize the building's shape and
topology simultaneously. Daylight, passage, and flow analysis were used to drive the optimization
process. A combination of ray tracing and cumulative sky vault methods has been implemented to
achieve computationally efficient daylight analysis. The goal is to maximize solar gain, floor area,
and exterior wall area where photovoltaic panels are installed. Optimization constraints include
several measures to ensure access and circulation to each floor layout. For example, the distance
from the facade to the facade and from the facade to the light well must be kept within specified
limits. Access and circulation constraints are assessed by first building an axis of candidate
solutions (that is, building layout), and then using the axis to calculate metrics of interest. This
method can automatically evaluate complex shapes and topologies of floor cloth[21].
4.2 The Vote Hotel in Bahia, Brazil

Figure 9. The Vote Hotel in Bahia, Brazil
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The Vote Hotel in Bahia, Brazil, Inspired by prairie dogs, is constantly refreshed with air, its caves
are located underground, and its airflow system follows Bernoulli's principle. The design creates
a barrier to reducing airflow speed, close to a concrete structure with ventilation holes. Air is
constantly flowing through tubes inside the frame and is released freely through shutters at the top
of the walls[22]. Figure 9 shows the perspective view of the Vote Hotel in Bahia. Moreover, the
bungalow shell shown in figure 10 is inspired by the Saguaro cactus that performs a self-shading
structure.
The toucan peak inspired the kitchen roof shown in figure 10 to exchange heat. Inspired by this
heat radiator system, the kitchen roof exchanges heat in a system of capillary copper tubes with a
roof garden shaded by a layer of soil covered by mechanical airflow[23].

Figure 10. Bernoulli’s Principle illustrates a diagram
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Inspired by prairie dogs, the bungalow is constantly refreshed with air, its burrows are located
underground and its airflow system follows Bernoulli's principle. The design creates a barrier to
reduce airflow speed, which is close to a concrete structure with ventilation holes. Air is constantly
flowing through tubes inside the structure and is released freely through shutters at the top of the
walls.
The bungalow shell is inspired by the Saguaro cactus that performs a self-shading structure. The
kitchen roof was inspired by a toucan peak to exchange heat. Inspired by this heat radiator system,
the kitchen roof exchanges heat in a system of capillary copper tubes with a roof garden shaded
by a layer of soil covered by mechanical airflow[23].

Figure 11. Kichten Section

Ramphastos toco, also known as toco toucan, lives in the canopy of the tropical rainforest, where
they receive a lot of heat during the day and are usually cooler at night. A good heat exchange
system is needed to regulate the temperature. Heat loss is highly variable from the peak, depending
on air velocity, and can account for 25% (minimum) to 400% (maximum) of static heat production,
which is the largest in adult animals[22].
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4.3 Guanghualu SOHO 2 in Beijing
The project is located in the core area of central Business Circle in the east of Guanghua Road,
Beijing, next to the Embassy District, with a prominent location. The complex consists of five
buildings with streamlined facades. There are 84.000 square meters of office space and 19.000
square meters of office units available for short-term rental[24].
The building connects the interior Spaces of the complex through a network of passages and air
corridors at different scales. A network of roads runs through the interior of the 702ftx 252.6ft
complex and connects it to the surrounding street space. In this way, the tension of visual
communication between the whole building and the urban landscape is realized, avoiding the
appearance of the back street of the building[24].

Figure 12. Guanghualu SOHO 2 in Beijing- The fifth façade
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The angular flow of the five buildings' curtain walls continues to the sloping roof shown in figure
12, which is designed to avoid shading the northern residential area and to achieve a unique styling
language while complying with local daylight standards. The roof forms the building's "fifth
facade", punctuated by recessed platforms and a daylight atrium[24].
4.4 Jinmao Capital Shanghai J Office SPACE, Beijing
The fifth precedent case gives me many inspirations for the scene of office space design. The
architect had been inspired by the movie <2001: A Space Odyssey>. He created a cool office space
to return to the cool properties of the office. Therefore, he implanted a science fiction garden into
office space to create an unprecedented office space of different dimensions. In this space, all
functions are combined with the landscape, giving users an immersive science fiction office
experience with a strong sense of the scene[25].
In interior design, the architect introduced a lot of biophilia design concepts. He designed a lightfilled atrium, where each floor looks out on a lonely valley, and a golden shuttle ladder, which acts
as a transport to wherever you want to go in a vacuum. In the interior design shown in figure 13,
the architect introduced a lot of pro-life design concepts. He designed a light-filled atrium, where
each floor can be viewed from the distance[25]. The architect considered the relationship between
human health and the space environment and adjusted the environmental system for human beings.
The architects' designed different office Spaces to meet different needs, and open spaces, private
spaces, entertainment spaces, and leisure spaces. Different space feelings make office staff become
users as well as explorers[25].
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Figure 13. Scenes of interior space

4.5 Formstelle-office building

Figure 14. Southeast façade view of the formstelle-office building
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This project was constructed near the old VAW aluminum factories' industrial wasteland entrance.
The outer façade is shown in figure 14 which has been written for the milling machine to make the
hexagonal holes in the innovation of this concept that I may incorporate into my project. According
to the architects, each hole should have a different size, but this would be kept a secret from the
public. The course of perforations in the facade was built so that the most significant apertures are
located in the region shadowed by the most number of trees, ensuring natural illumination inside
the office[26]. They chose a flush-glazed southern façade to ensure that the façade did not lose any
of its beauty when ventilated: panes of glass were mainly created for this structure with a weight
of roughly 400 kg. They transformed the pavilion into a great eye-catcher[26].
4.6 Urban Hive

Figure 15. Southeast façade view of the formstelle-office building
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As shown in figure 15, the office building has a double skin, with the outer skin being a structural
wall with round openings, and it is located at the junction of Kannan Avenue. The structure and
skin of the building are considered independent themes in the architecture. The architects created
the structural skin using new materials and innovative technology, with the building's surface
working as the structure and vice versa. Urban Hive is an example of the unity of skin and form in
a building[27]. It tries to optimize the flexibility of the space by eliminating structural components
other than the core from the user area. The hollow circles in the colored exposed concrete skin
structure are meant to blur the lines between columns, beams, and walls. The honeycomb structure
is intended to be replicated by the uniform spacing of the reinforced concrete, which has a
thickness of 400 mm and an inner diameter of 1050 mm. Static and live loads and natural dangers
such as earthquakes are all well-protected by this structural type. It also has the benefit of allowing
for more flexibility in spacing. The perforated circular frame enables a range of perspectives, and
the skin not only works as a framework but also aids in creating dynamic spaces. A shade with
many purposes is created by the area between the inner and outer glass curtain walls. From a design
standpoint, it gives the building depth by making it difficult for the observer to discern between
levels, allowing the whole façade to be viewed. In terms of energy efficiency, it reduces the
temperature of the heated glass by blocking hot direct sunlight and cold air and creating
convection[27].
4.7 Hive office building
As shown in figure 16, like case 4.7 this project also was built in Korea. The "Asagaya Hive" has
the same structural structure as the "City Hive," which was developed in 2008. A structural wall
is constructed by placing the columns and beams diagonally, allowing gravity to flow vertically
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downward and reducing the gap between stress lines. The glass wall that divides the inner area
from the structural wall, which forms the facade's skin, is separated. The approach is based on a

Figure 16. Hive office building perspective view

notion seen in traditional Korean buildings, in which skin is present beneath the house's timber
framework. Modern structural systems, such as reinforced concrete structures, may also benefit
from this[28].
4.8 Conclusion of the case study
The “Biomimicry office building “development creates first-class environment design. As a result,
the building was designed to adopt and utilize local climate patterns and resources to optimize the
building's environmental performance, incorporating many nature-inspired features into the design.
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The biomimicry office, for example, uses the eyes of a ghost fish, which have mirror structures
that point down and focus low-level bioluminescence into images on the retina. This led to the
idea of a pair of large reflective surfaces in the atrium to reflect light to the lower floors of the
building. Under the mirrors, the architects designed a meeting room with a dramatic quality of
light and space.
The "Eastgate Center in Zimbabwe" and “The Vote Hotel in Bahia, Brazil” are good samples that
use biomimicry technology to use in architectural design. Those two projects both realize passive
heat and cooling of buildings by imitating structures from nature. The idea that the architect
imitates the termites' mound's structure to design a building structure so that the building can
reduce using of air-conditioners significantly will be used in my design proposal. What's more, the
"Vote Hotel in Bahia, Brazil" also have got a similar passive ventilation system from prairie dog
mounds to improve the efficiency of cooling for the building. Those two project airflow exchanges
from indoors to outdoors almost both depend on Bernoulli’s Principle.
The fourth project "Guanghualu SOHO 2 in Beijing" has two good ideas that can be designed in
the proposal. First, the architect designs a network of passages and overpasses of different widths
between the buildings and connects the surrounding street system. In this way, the front and back
values of the building are equal, creating an attractive landscape between the house and the urban
landscape.
The fifth case not only creates a lot of interesting offices but also integrates biophilia design into
space design. In the article "Nature Does It Better: Biomimicry in Architecture and Engineering"
by architect ZACH MORTICE, he put out the point that there are three ways architects can make
biomimicry a reality. The first way is to bring nature into every project, which is consistent with
the meaning of biophilia design.
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Chapter 5. Methodology
5.1 Theory
First, this study analyses several existing bionic design concepts and finally chooses the
biomimicry design-lens explored and designed by biomimicry 3.8 (a biomimicry consultancy
company) as the theory supporting architecture biomimicry design part in this thesis. Second, the
proposal of an office building design incorporates five biomimicry features, then proves the
building design's outstanding performance on sustainability when combined with biomimicry
features Third, it summarizes its biomimicry design methods and models applicable to sustainable
office buildings. Fourth, using the survey about the Chinese office building 2021 was made by
Gensler Architecture Consultancy Company to design the interior workspace of the building
design project. The thesis will create new office space models by extracting valuable data and
information about new work models that workers prefer. Fifth, to test how much those biomimicry
features improve design, creating 3D building models in computer software and using green
building analysis software to stimulate and analyze the outdoor and indoor environment. Finally,
finding a similar existing green office building design in Shanghai can help provide data (e.g.,
energy consumption, indoor environment quality improvement, natural lighting, and sustainable
strategies) as a baseline.
5.2 Biomimicry to Architecture translation summary
The thesis' major objective is to demonstrate how biomimicry may make buildings more
sustainable. A linear frame of the biomimicry building idea I first sketched is shown in Figure 17.
Both the idea and the underlying principle are drawn from Biomimicry DesignLens. That serves
as a general principle and the design idea for this thesis office building design. During project
design, after analyzing and researching the project site to figure out restrictions to the building's
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sustainable performance. These restrictions always pertain to many buildings' sustainable
performances, such as glare, ventilation, lighting, carbon dioxide output, energy conservation, and
so on. After that, import those constraints into the biomimicry strategies database to look for
biomimicry strategies corresponding to each restriction it previously extracted. Last but not least,
such exporting strategies are applied to architectural design. Consequently, it changes the language
of biomimicry into the language of architecture.

Figure 17. Biomimicry to Architecture translation process

Figure 17 depicts the unique biomimicry to architectural language conversion system used in this
thesis as an example. The limits faced in the architectural design were discovered via data analysis
and research of the surrounding area. Figure 18 is a sample application diagram I made for
illustrating how to use biomimicry for architecture translation specifically. For instance, the
numerals 1 through 7 reflect the seven restrictions or problems that must be addressed. The
biomimicry design strategy database is then searched for and linked to the related biomimicry
design strategies. A problem can correspond to multiple biomimicry strategies, and multiple
problems can be solved by a single biomimicry strategy. For example, a termite cavity structure
can both increase building ventilation and reduce carbon emissions to save energy because it
greatly reduces the frequency of using air conditioning in buildings. all of the ideas above are
inspired by Biomimicry DesignLens.
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Figure 18. Sample of the translation process
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5.3 program a design of office buildings with biomimicry features.
Five biomimicry strategies may be implemented into the architectural design when the language
has been translated from biomimicry to architecture. First and foremost, in the architectural form
selection, the organic shape of the clover was picked, and this form may split the arrangement of
the structure into a triadic centripetal pattern. This radioactive pattern can short distance between
the core elevators to each office. What's more, on the exterior, this design may blur the lines
between the four outer portions of the structure, allowing for more solar gain. Second, in the
summer, the termite mound ventilation structure may be used as a passive ventilation cooling
system for the whole office building. Thirdly, since the outside structure wall will be divided from
the inside space because of the termite mound ventilation structure, the outer structure will be the
facade for the whole office building. For the facade, Honeycomb hexagonal holes on the façade
will provide the function of ventilation, light penetration, and shading. However, the size of
hexagonal holes is generated by mapping solar direction. Fourthly, microalgae photosynthesis may
be used as a photosynthetic building cladding system, removing CO2 and pollutants from the
environment while also producing a rich food resource in algae. Buildings are converted into biopower plants, carbon sinks, and air pollution filters by photosynthetic conversion. Finally, the fish
group inspired the poly-curve surface facade and the tree wind turbine, which may produce wind
energy for the building's active energy section.
5.4 research of Future workplace model
Since this proposed design is aim to create a sustainable office building with a comfortable indoor
environment, various workspace models, and sustainability. Thus, to meet the second point, I hope
to design diverse kinds of workspaces to provide different functions for different users on the
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aspect of various workspace models. According to the data from Gensler China Office Space
Survey 2021, the office space of the future must be able to balance the need for privacy and
collaboration. Figure19 shows the percentage of existing workplaces in China where people work.
In the wake of the epidemic, telecommuting accounts for 41% of the workforce.
Research result: Four out of five workers favor a hybrid office style, as seen in Figure 20.
Employees in the hybrid office model have the freedom to work from home while still interacting
and using office resources. Telecommuting rules are still in place in other regions of the globe,
and workers work from home. The office of the future must strike a balance between ensuring
privacy and facilitating teamwork. There is a need to provide more private office space for
employees to focus on their work when they need it; there is a need to provide exclusive team
collaboration space for team members to collaborate. Through Gensler's survey, many employees
said they do not have enough office space to meet the above work needs, which affects productivity,
efficiency, and satisfaction. In the future, senior leaders should plan a multifunctional workplace
to support all the tasks employees must complete each day.

Figure 19. Where workers are spending their time during a typical work-week
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Providing innovative solutions that enable a high level of online collaboration is the future of
the office. Office workers need to travel to different locations, so the office must become a hub
that can connect dispersed employees. But the office shouldn't just be a place where employees
can attend online meetings all day. Senior leaders must develop plans to improve the office
environment for employees and support collaborative activities between individuals, teams,
and collaborators when needed. Through our survey, we found a curious phenomenon.
Employees who currently use a hybrid office model are more likely to work face-to-face than
those who work full-time. Offices should be staffed with people and resources that streamline
online and face-to-face collaboration.

Figure 20. out of 5 employees prefer a hybrid work model
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5.5 Criteria and benchmark
a. Biomimicry building Levels
To test the depth of biomimicry for the proposed design, Form, process, and ecosystem are the
three levels of biomimicry that may be used in the design. Five different aspects can be imitated
at each level.
Level of
Biomimicry

Example - A building that mimics termites
Form
The building looks like a termite.
The building is made from the same material as a termite; a
Material
material that mimics termite exoskeleton/skin for example.
The building is made in the same way as a termite; it goes
Organism
level Construction
through various growth cycles for example.
(Mimicry
of
a
The building works in the same way as an individual termite;
specific organism)
Process
it produces hydrogen efficiently through meta-genomics for
example.
The building functions like a termite in a larger context; it
Function
recycles cellulose waste and creates soil for example.
The building looks like it was made by a termite; a replica of
Behavior level
Form
a termite mound for example.
The building is made from the same materials that a termite
Material
builds with; using digested fine soil as the primary material
for example.
The building is made in the same way that a termite would
Construction build in; piling earth in certain places at certain times for
example.
(Mimicry of how an
organism behaves or
The building works in the same way as a termite mound
relates to its larger
would; by careful orientation, shape, materials selection, and
Process
context)
natural ventilation, for example, it mimics how termites work
together.
The building functions in the same way that it would if made
by termites; internal conditions are regulated to be optimal
Function
and thermally stable for example. It may also function in the
same way that a termite mound does in a larger context.
The building looks like an ecosystem (a termite would live
Ecosystem
level Form
in).
(Mimicry of an
The building is made from the same kind of materials that (a
ecosystem)
Material
termite) ecosystem is made of; it uses naturally occurring
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Level of
Biomimicry

Example - A building that mimics termites
common compounds, and water as the primary chemical
medium for example.
The building is assembled in the same way as a (termite)
Construction ecosystem; principles of succession and increasing
complexity over time are used for example.
The building works in the same way as a (termite) ecosystem;
Process
it captures and converts energy from the sun, and stores water
for example.
The building can function in the same way that a (termite)
ecosystem would and forms part of a complex system by
Function
utilizing the relationships between processes; it can
participate in the hydrological, carbon, nitrogen cycles, etc.
in a similar way to an ecosystem for example.
Table 1. The framework for the application of biomimicry

b. Metrics-How Biomimicry Concept Affects Sustainability
The proposed design's main focus is on whether those biomimicry features can improve
the sustainability of office buildings. Based on the Chinese Green Building code "Green
Building GB/T 50378" code, I condensed serval vital points that can be metrics for
measuring the sustainable performance of the proposed project by the main criteria
factors: (1) indoor environment that is the main concern indoor illumination and glare
issue; (2) energy-saving and reproduction (e.g., biochemical energy and wind energy,
advancing natural ventilation to reduce energy consumption from cooling system
summer); (3) improving public green space (e.g., roof garden).
Criteria

Evaluation

Duration of Daylight

Jan 20: daylight hour >3
winter solstice: daylight hour >1

Increasing indoor illumination

Office indoor space sun factor benchmark (%):
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3.0
sDA300lx,>50%

The level of daylight

>=55%

Good

>=75%

Excellent

ASE1000lx, 250hr

The

level

of

comfortable

DF（Daylight Factor）

>10%

Bad

2%~7%

Normal

<3%

Good

2%-5%

Good

Table 2. Criteria and benchmark

c. Making reference comparison models
As well-known the office building is a kind of workspace; thus, the natural daylight
duration and indoor illumination environment are significant to workers because
occupants need to read, write, and even draw there. I took the two most common office
building forms in China to prove the bionic form's outstanding performance in an indoor
environment from other traditional office building forms. I made building massing
models based on the computer as daylight duration and the indoor natural daylight
illumination test object compared with the biomimicry from the building massing model.
The major advantage of the approach is that we can apparent the total difference
performance directly and clearly on daylight duration and natural indoor illumination
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aspect through testing daylight duration and indoor illumination of different building
workspace layout forms.

Figure 21. Traditional Chinese Office building Testing Model 1 in computer

Figure 22. Traditional Chinese Office building Testing Model 2 in computer
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As shown in figure 21, the first common type of office building in Chinese streets is the
rectangle cube form. Most of that had been impacted by modernism. That is a typical form of the
office building that you can always see on Chinses street. Many of these kinds of commercial &
office gardens also consist of rectangle massing buildings with square or rectangular window
frames. Figure 21 shows how to generate the computer test model 1 by researching that kind of
office building. Same to figure 21, figure 22 shows how to create the computer test model 2,
based on extracting the Architectural features of a second typical office on the Chinese street to
build. Generally, this kind of office building has a square massing form with a central courtyard
in the center of the layout.
5.6 Simulation
This thesis's big challenge is measuring the sustainable performance of how biomimicry strategies
advance the building. Thus, this project used software (Rhino) to make a computer digital building
model and test the model in two sustainable performance testing software: Ladybug and
ClimateStudio both in Rhino.
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Chapter6. Program
6.1 Site analysis
6.1.1 Background
Before starting any design, site analysis is done to know if it is feasible to build on the parcel. An
extensive site analysis or environmental analysis will assess the economic feasibility of a
development project and establish parameters to implement the best design based on the physical
and environmental characteristics of the site. Site analysis is a research activity that focuses on the
existing conditions of a project site and any upcoming or potential future conditions. The purpose
is to provide the architect with an understanding of the site conditions prior to beginning design so
that the architect can consider the external conditions of the site during the preliminary design.
The construction site analysis will focus on the site location, size, topography, zoning, traffic
conditions, and climate. This analysis will also need to consider any future development or changes
around the site, such as roads, changes in cultural patterns, or other significant architectural
developments in the area. Understanding the context of the site is key to enabling the architect to
integrate the new design with the existing fabric of the site. It allows the architect to understand
the opportunities or issues on the site and to make informed decisions about how to respond to the
architect's findings. This response may be designed as a building that reflects its surroundings, a
design with empathy, or it may be designed to avoid or eliminate some unnecessary site conditions.
The base is located in Jiading District, Shanghai, with a total area of 463.55 square kilometers. As
of 2015, the whole household population was 563,100. New Town Road Street was established in
the district. I chose this base as my proposed design site because the area was surrounded by a
mature business cycle. In the business district, many companies' office site selection will first be
very concerned about the industrial chain, industrial clusters, and industrial zones, the enterprise
in the section of a large area. The surrounding facilities are excellent, like the shopping mall, gym,
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and restaurant, which can provide more choices for workers who work here. Moreover, the site
has a reasonable distance from the railroad to take care of employees' commuting needs and
physical and mental health. Finally, Jiading District is a developing area planned by the Shanghai
government, which can reduce taxes on office buildings[29].
Climatically, Jiading belongs to the prevalent north subtropical southeast monsoon zone, with four
distinct seasons, rain and heat in the same season, abundant precipitation, warm and humid climate,
coordinated light and temperature, and sufficient sunshine. The spring is cool and rainy, the
summer is hot and humid, with long days and short nights, the autumn is wet and then dry, and the
winter is cold and dry, with short days and long nights. In early summer, under the influence of
the plum rain belt, the Jiading area enters the plum rain season, which lasts from one week to
January. Then, under the influence of subtropical high pressure, it enters the summer drought
period. From the end of July to September, typhoons can easily hit the southeast coast of the
mainland. In addition, it remains dominated by summer droughts. since October, the temperature
gradually drops under the influence of cold air from the north. The lowest temperature period of
the year is from January to early February.
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6.1.2 Context analysis

Figure 23. Context analysis

Based on Figure 23, the project site will have a good location advantage. Firstly, multiple
transportation systems can take people from the site to downtown. Shuttles and subways are a
green lifestyle for humans today because this way of going outside can reduce carbon emissions.
Subway lines 13 and 20 can bring humans into the whole subway system of shanghai; this subway
system has a total of 20 tubs of lines, which means that it can take you everywhere you want to
go. Secondly, the shuttles line surrounding the site can also provide a green way to each
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surrounding business cycle and park for people working here. The surrounding shopping plaza,
education base, and industrial area form a mature business chain, which will provide more business

Figure 24. the location of the Service area for the restaurant

Figure 24 shows the service area for the restaurant. The radius of the area is almost 1200 ft, which
can cover 50% area of the region. Face a lot of restaurants, the project doesn’t need to add more
restaurants. But a big part of the restaurants was assembled in the southeast of the region. Thereby,
adding a few service spaces for restaurants maybe can be considered in the project.
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Based on the building figure 25, the site is surrounded by various heights of buildings. However,
for the east side of the site, those high-tail buildings may block a part of the sunlight. For the west
side of the site, the height of the building is much lower than the east side， which can cause the
western solar radiation problem that we need to avoid

Figure 25. Building Density figure (Unit: Meter)

a. Water system
Figure 26 shows that a water strip through the west-south corner and behind the site location
can provide an opportunity for water use for the project.
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Figure 26. Water system (green area on the map represents the water system)

d. Climate analysis
Figure 27 and figure 28 indicate that the prevailing wind main comes from the northeast
and southwest directions. We should use the prevailing wind from the northeast direction
in summer to cool the microclimate. However, we also need to make strategies to prevent
winter prevailing wind from the southeast to take away heat from the building. the
prevailing wind main comes from the northeast and southwest directions.
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Figure 27. Shanghai Wind Speed

Figure 28. Wind wheel

Figure 29. dry-bulb & dew point chart

Based on Figure29, dry-bulb & dew point chart, the humidity of the air is so high because that dew
point is close to the dry-bulb index. Thus the moist climate makes humans feel uncomfortable.
What's more, a moist climate plus a hot temperature make the region a subtropical monsoon
climate.
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Figure 30. solar radiation diagram

The Figure 30 solar radiation diagram, a big part of solar energy comes from west to east in the
north direction. The problem is the huge number of radiation from the direction may cause overwarm site-building in summer. That's easy to form an uncomfortable microclimate on the site,
which leads to consuming much more energy for cooling.
d. Conclusion
After data analysis by the ArcGIS tool to the site, finally, there are some limitations for project
development. However, those challenges hidden in the surrounding was found by the GIS tool. In
the next phase, This site analysis can list all of the limitations of the site and it is easy to figure out
each solution that corresponds to each limitation.
Limitations:
1. How to get maximum passive solar from the north, and northeast directions and prevent
over-solar radiation from the west direction.?
2. How to transform the high density of solar energy as energy using compensation for
building running?
3. The increasing density of the population in this region must increase carbon emissions,
but how to reduce that?
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4. For hot summer, how to increase the speed of airflow to take away extra heat?
5. How to transform prevailing wind into wind energy?
6. How to design good natural ventilation can reduce or eliminate air conditioning in warm
weather if the Windows are well-shaded and facing the prevailing wind?
6.2 Zoning and building code analysis
This zoning and building code is based on China's general rules for the design of civil buildings
(GB 50352-2005), technical regulations of Shanghai Municipality on Urban Planning
Management (land use and building management), and regulations of Shanghai Municipality on
Greening, which contains land use and building design limitations. The project in the thesis aims
to design a new mixed-use office building in the Jiading district. Mixed-use provides the
opportunity to respond to multiple occupancies. Thus, the project belongs to the C2(Land for the
commercial and financial industry (C2), land for commerce, financial industry, service industry,
tourism, and market.)
Zoning District

C2

Boundary Map

Jiading, Shanghai
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Site

Land for the commercial and
financial industry (C2), land for
commerce, financial industry, service
industry, tourism, and market.

Occupancy

Requirements
Lot size
The minimum
lot frontage
The minimum
lot area
Height

Multi story
non
residential
building

Setback

Minimum
building height
Maximum
building
height,
detached
accessory use
or structure
Minimum
spacing when
multi-story
non residential
buildings are
arranged in
parallel
Oriented eastwest
Minimum
front yard
setback
Minimum side
yard, principal
use or
structure
Minimum rear
yard, principal
use or
structure
Minimum rear
yard, detached
accessory use
or structure
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N/A
10763 square feet
2 stories or 20 feet
15 feet

32 feet

It shall not be less than 1.0 times the
height of the sheltered building on the
main facing side, and its minimum
value shall be 52ft.
32 feet
Control according to fire fighting
distance
New and expanded buildings shall be
built on both sides of the planned blue
line along the river, and the distance
back to the planned blue line of the
river shall not be less than 19 feet.
Control according to fire fighting
distance

Green area

Roof
garden

Parking
Building Height

Minimum
building
height
Maximum
building
height,
detached
accessory
use or
structure
Building It refers to
floor
the ratio of
area
the total
ratio
building
area of
each floor
above the
ground to
the
building
base area
Building It refers to
density
the ratio of
the floor
area of the
building to
the area of
the
building
base
(expressed

If the public green space along both sides of the urban
road is implemented by the development unit, it can be
included in the building base area by 50%, and the
increased building area shall not exceed 20% of the
approved building area (the area of the original building
base multiplied by the approved building floor area
ratio).
In schools, hospitals, office buildings, business
buildings, cinemas, stadiums and other public buildings
in Shanghai, the flat roof and green area with a height of
no more than 50m shall not be less than 30% of the floor
area of the building.
A number of off-street parking spaces equal to 1/2 the
maximum allowable occupancy of the use.
4 stories or 32 feet
7 stories or 78 feet

1.6

50%
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as a
percentage)
Table 3. The procedure of the biomimicry idea was transformed into the Architecture design concept
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Chapter 7 Design & Analysis
7.1 Overview-Conception Developing

Figure 31. The procedure of the biomimicry idea was transformed into the Architecture design concept

As Figure 31 shows, at the beginning of the conceptualization process, the project plan was
inspired by the first three main bionic features as design strategies to support the sustainability of
the building. Three-leaf clover, termite mounds, and photosynthetic algae each have influenced
the layout design, form design, and facade design of the building. Moreover, under the three main
biomimicry features driving, this plan also has absorbed another three sub-virtual bionic features
that include fish group, cellular structure, and honeycomb to advance and assist building. structure
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design. This section will illustrate how those three main biomimicry feature ideas cooperate with
Architecture design in three-part.
7.2. First biomimicry features-three-leaf clover form

Figure 32. Biomimicry form study

The first biomimicry feature that affected the project is the three-leaf clover's leaf reaching into
the air under the sunlight. The structural shape of clover leaf petals allows the leaf membrane to
fully absorb sunlight for photosynthesis. However, the proposed project layout to imitate the
outline of the cloverleaf can make the boundary maximize, with light and daylight in any corner,
and will be very well-lit in winter and comfortable in the cold season. What's more, the curve of
the floor layout edge can make the facade of the building body to be streamlined so that it
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increases wind speed on the surface of the envelope to accelerate ventilation in the hot climate in
the summer of Shanghai. The biomimicry form study shown in figure 32 illustrated how the
final building volume was generated:
1 .
○

Extract the clover's leaf feature's shape, outline, and structure.

2 .
○

After extracting the cloverleaf shape, topology optimization is performed on the extracted
shape pattern to generate a contour suitable for the building plan layout.

3 .
○

Rotate and combine the generated shapes by step 2 to generate building group layouts.

4.
○

Pull out the height of the outline of the layout to create the building massing.

5 .
○

Open up the building massing to form a summer monsoon breeze flow tunnel and a
pedestrian line of the site.

6 .
○

The bottom interface of the building converges with the center.

7 .
○

The interface of the massing top is stretched upwards and sunken to form a roof garden

space.
8 .
○

Isometric stretching of the roof interface to form a terrace garden.

9 .
○

Install a bio-reactor on the facade for photosynthesis to improve the quality of air by
capturing CO2 from the air.

7.2.1 Test & Analysis
This section set up radiance, daylight, Illuminance, and glare simulations so that I can prove
the outstanding superiority of the three-clover biomimicry architecture to the indoor
environment.
7.2.2 Massing radiance simulation study
a. Simulation conditions
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Simulation software: Ladybug for Grasshopper
City Latitude and Longitude: 31.2304°N, 121.4737°E
Valid time: 8:00-16:00 (January 22), 9:00-15:00 (December 22)
Time Accrual Method: Total effective insolation analysis, cumulative for all periods,
minimum period not less than 5 minutes.

Figure 33. Three simulated computer building model

This study simulated three kinds of building massing sunlight radiance; the first two
concepts are traditional box building massing compared with concept three biomimicry
massing. According to the China Green Building Energy Efficiency Standards, this study
simulates the three concepts of the massing duration
of solar radiance for each southeast and southwest view. Since the China Green Building
Energy Efficiency Standards require the building must at least have 4 hours of daylight on
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January 22 and at least 2 hours of daylight on December 22, this study simulates each three
concept massing duration of daylight radiance on January 22 and December 22. As shown
in Figure 26, there are three building forms made by computer software. The first two are
common office building forms in China, and the third is a biomimicry building form from
up to bottom.
Sun
Massing 1

Massing 2

Biomimicry massing

direction
hour

Jan 22

Southeast view

Southeast view

Southeast view
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Southwest view

Southwest view

Southwest view

winter solstice

Southeast view

Southeast view

Southwest view

Southwest view

Southeast view

Southwest view

Table 4. Simulation Result

Based on the daylight analysis diagram shown in table 4, for January 22, the daylight on
the east and west interface of concept 1 and concept 2 both are 1.8 to 3.6 hours; some
corners of building massing have 1.8, which doesn't meet the China Building Energy
Efficiency Standards completely. However, the duration of daylight on the east and west
interface for concept 3 is 4 to 8.1 hours, which is satisfied with the standards. For December
22, those three concepts east and west sides of the building meet the 3 hours of the sunshine
standard on the winter solstice. However, the area
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where the duration of daylight is less than 2 hours on the south interface of concept 1 and
concept 2 is more than concept 3’s area where daylight is less than 2 hours.
b. Analysis
The concept 3 bionic massing's interface duration of daylight not only does it meets the
China Green Building Design Light Standard GB 5033-2017, but it also has about twice as
long light hours as concept 1 and concept 2. By comparison, the bionic structure does have
an advantage over the traditional building structure in terms of daylight duration.
7.2.3 Indoor illuminance simulation
Simulation background
Simulation software: Climatestudio for Rhino
City Latitude and Longitude: 31.2304°N, 121.4737°E
For this part, I still simulated the indoor daylight environment to those three types of office
building digital models, then put those results together to analyze and critical to proving whether
the indoor illumination performance of biomimicry forms’ space is better than others.
The project is located in Shanghai, and belongs to the Ⅳ light climate zone, according to the
Chinese" Green Building Standard" (GB/T 50033-2013), I measured indoor daylight performance
with DF (daylight factor). The definition of DF is that CIE overcast sky model, all indoor
illumination is at a point and is not subject to keeping out the level of the outdoor illumination.
Table 5 shows the DF criteria.

Figure 34. DF calculation of the equation

In: The internal Illuminance value a some point
Eout: Outdoor horizontal illumination value without occlusion.
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It is generally believed all cloudy conditions, indoor daylighting coefficient DF in 2% 75% of
space - 5% of the cases with good daylighting. But there were no regulations, and the upper limit
of daylighting coefficient under the cloudy problem is not significant. Still, sunny conditions can
easily lead to closing a high window intensity of illumination and glare or overheating. DF20%
rules in some books on the recommended limit.
However, this kind of approach can’t reflect the different areas in the proportion of sunny and
cloudy days all year round that affect indoor daylighting. Thus, I also used the dynamic lighting
index ASE (Annual Sunlight Exposure) and sAD (Spatial Daylight Autonomy) to measure the
indoor illumination to ensure the simulation's accuracy with LEED V4 green building standards.
ASE is defined as the room receiving direct solar radiation of the year. The accumulation of light
above a specific limit of the time (hours) accounts for the room floor area ratio. ASE1000lx, for
example, 250 h = 30% to 30% of the area in the room receives direct sunlight radiation light more
than 1000 lx accumulated time of more than 250 h. sDA refers to the room with a total area of
adequate daylighting the scope. sDA300lx, for example, 50% is DA300lx > 50% of the area ratio
of the room's total area. IES sDA300lx LM - 83-12 standard recommended, 50% to evaluate
adequacy analysis room daylighting, is analyzed when the light of climate data of typical
meteorological year (TMY), time range (using the period) for 8:00 ~ 18:00 every day.
sAD 300 lx, 50%
>= 55%

ASE 1000 lx, 250h
<=10%

>=75%

Credits
2
3

Table 5. Daylighting standards for office buildings
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In cooperation with LEED green building standard v4, the simulation software (climatestudio)
uses the sAD and ASE to calculate the indoor illumination. Table 6 shows the evaluation criteria
from LEED v4.
Light Rating
I
II

Room
Design, drawing room
Office, meeting room

Side lighting
DF
4.0
3

lx
>600
>450

.
Table 6. the evaluation criteria benchmark from LEED v4
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Result & Simulated Model
Model 1
.

Figure 35. Results of the Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) analysis of the standard floor office area of Model 1.

Figure 36.Results dashboard of sDA.
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Figure 37. Results of the Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE) analysis of the standard floor office area of the main office building.

Figure 38. Results dashboard of ASE
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Figure 39. Results of Mean Illuminance analysis of standard floor office area of Model1

Figure 40. Results dashboard of Mean Illuminance
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Model 2

Figure 41. Results of the Spatial Daylight Autonomy (SAD) analysis of the standard floor office area of Model 2

Figure 42. Results dashboard of sAD.
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Figure 43. Results of the Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE) analysis of the standard floor office area of Model 2

Figure 44. Results dashboard of ASE
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Figure 45. Results of Mean Illuminance analysis of standard floor office area of Model 2.

Figure 46. Results dashboard of Mean Illuminance
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Biomimicry Model 3

Figure 47. Results of the Spatial Daylight Autonomy (SAD) analysis of standard floor office area of the Biomimicry Model.

Figure 48. Results dashboard of sAD.
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Figure 49.Results of the Annual Sunlight Exposure (ASE) analysis of the standard floor office area

Figure 50.Results dashboard of ASE
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Figure 51. Results of Mean Illuminance analysis of standard floor office area of Biomimicry Model

Figure 52. Results dashboard of Mean Illuminance
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DF (Daylight Factor)
Model

Simulation

Model 1

DFValue
1.9

Model 2

2.1

Biomimicry
Model

2.6

Table 7. DF evaluation form of Three models
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1. Data collection & Analysis

Model 1
Model 2
Biomimicry
Model

sAD300/50%

ASE1000.250

50.3%
56.8%
81.5%

8.3%
11.4%
8.2%

Ave lx
927 lx
1135 lx
1229 lx

LEED v4
Credits
1
2
3

DF
1.9
2.1
2.6

Table 8. The indoor natural illuminance data collection for three digital office building model

As table 7 shows, the biomimicry model form's office building got three points on LEED
v4, which means that the indoor space of the biomimicry form has the best daylight
performance comparison with others. According to table 8, model 1 and model 2 got a
similar value on sAD300/50%; model 2 is more 6.5% than model 1. For ASE1000.250,
model 2 is over 10%, which means that model 2 needs some strategies like sun shading to
solve glare problems. However, the biomimicry model has outstanding performance on the
sAD and ASE because the value of sAD is over 75%, and the value of ASE is below 10%.
Based on the Chinese green building standard (GB/T 50033-2013), it has good indoor
daylight performance if its DF value is 2%-5%. Thus, the indoor illuminance performance
of model 1 does not arrive at the standard baseline.
2. Conclusion
Reducing artificial lighting has been demonstrated to assist lower the cooling load and
building energy consumption. Achieving good indoor illumination performance can help
accomplish this. After analyzing 20 articles, Gene discovered that daylight harvesting
might reduce lighting energy use by 20–87 percent[30].
Through the indoor illuminance simulation, the office building with this kind of
biomimicry building form (three-leaf clover forms) indoor illuminance gets three credits
based on LEED v4, and DF receives 2.6%. the simulation indicates that the mean
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illuminance of the standard floor of this bionic office building is up to 1226 lux, which
means that human working in this office area doesn't need to turn on artificial light to light
the workspace during daylight, which can reduce 30% of the energy consumption in the
office building. What's more, this kind of three-leaf clover biomimicry form can maximize
building boundaries to bring sunshine to every room and corner under the light patio
assistance shown in figure 32 like its leaf petals can accept sun for photosynthesis. The
average lighting energy consumption of office buildings in Shanghai is 30W /m2. The area
of the single structure of the project office building is about 16228 m2. It is calculated that
the bionic office building can save about 486.84 kWh per day. This kind of biomimicry
office building can save approximately $136,023 in energy costs per year.

Sunlight courtyard

Figure 53. Proposed office building central daylight courtyard section
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7.3 Second Biomimicry strategy- termite mounds natural ventilation system.
7.3.1 Concept development.
Depending on the site research from Chapter 6, that is a big challenge to reduce energy
consumption from the cooling systems in summer shanghai. Thus, a termite mound's
natural ventilation system can provide a passive way to cool the temperature of the air to
create a comfortable indoor environment for occupants. This kind of ventilation system
from the termite mound's structure has been used as natural ventilation structure by many
architects, the most famous one is the Eastgate office building mentioned in chapter 4.
Whatever termite mounds and the Eastgate office building, they both use the stack effect
to exchange fresh air from inside to outside. As the figure shows, It was believed that this
process took place in open-chimney mounds. The big chimney vent is exposed to higher
wind velocities than openings closer to the ground because the mound extends upward into
the surface boundary layer. Fresh air is subsequently drawn into the stack through the
ground-level apertures, into the nest, and eventually out the chimney using a Venturi
flow[9]. I used this effect from termite mounds and case Eastgate to design the envelope
of the office building.

Figure 54. Induced flow is thought to occur in open chimney mounds.
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As figure 54 shows, by imitating the inner structure of the termite mound, the architect
designs a chimney in the center of the sandwich wall that can approve fresh air to flow
from the bottom wind tunnel and penetrate each wind stack of the ceiling and floor to each
occupant's living space. Now it is obvious how the Eastgate Centre is comparable to termite

Air flow

Figure 55. The process of biomimicry termite mound envelope structure in the office building. a. the section of the termite
mound inner space. b. Induced flow is thought to occur in open chimney mounds. c. the section of the Eastgate office building.

mounds[31]. The row of towering stacks that emerge into the expansive air spaces that pervade
the skyscraper demonstrate the induced flow theory (Figure 55). Meanwhile, the supply portion of
vertical ducts in the central spine core of each office wing pushes this air upward. Air is delivered
from the chimney to low-level grilles beneath the windows through hollow flooring. As it is heated
by human activity, it rises to the vaulted ceiling, where it is exhausted through a system of brick
ducts to the exhaust portions of the central vertical stacks via the exhaust openings at the end of
each vault1. In Shanghai's environment, this system can help buildings remove excess moisture
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and heat in summer. Thus, I used this thermosiphon flow to design the envelope structure for the
proposed facility. As figure 56, based on inspiration from the termite mound and case Eastgate, I
designed the sandwich of walls and the sandwich of the ceiling as the shaft of heat exchange as
shown in figure 56. The bottom floor is the mezzanine plant room, where the air is drawn into the
cool air shaft from the outside by banks of low and high-volume fans. Then, the cool air shaft can
take fresh air to each floor's duct air grills. The warm air heated by the occupant's activities is
exhausting by the heat accumulation box to the warm air shaft and atrium to go away outside from
the skylight. The combination also allows an astonishing level of temperature stability achieved
without the need for an expensive and energy-guzzling air conditioning system. The majority of
the building's efficiency is concentrated here.

Figure 56. Floor plan sandwich of wall air exchanger detail.
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7.3.2 Simulation and result
For explaining how this kind of biomimicry air exchanger work and proving my hypothesis is
right. I did a series of CFD wind simulations.

Figure 57. Office building group outdoor CFD wind simulations. The top is wind velocity. The bottom is wind pressure

Firstly, to drive fresh air into the cool air indoor shaft, the fans in the bottom could play an
important role. Except for fans at the bottom of the building, I also need to design the surface of
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the building as a kind streamline interface from the floor plan view so that decreasing the speed of
the wind in the surroundings and increasing the pressure of wind on the surface of the building,
which used Bernoulli's principle shown in figure 58. Thus I did an outdoor wind simulation for the
building group shown in figure 57. Based on the simulation result, streamlined air ducts are formed
between single-building massing and single-building massing. The wind speed in the central wind
tunnel is slower than the wind tunnel's two sides that are close to the surface of the building. The
wind pressure simulation presents the wind pressure going up from the center of a wind tunnel to
two sides close to the building's surface. This effect can push more fresh air into the indoor wind
shaft to accumulate air exchange.

Figure 58. The airplane section that shows Bernoulli’s principle

To prove better the passive airflow exchanger inspired by termite mounds works well on the
hypothesis we expected, I did the CFD wind simulation from outdoor to indoors for the new office
building project digital mode. As figure 59 shown, the fans in the bottom plant room of the building
drive the air into the cool air shaft. The induced flow takes the fresh air to each floor by duct air
grills to the workspace. Except for the fans’ working, the cool air shaft in each sandwich of the
floor deck extends to the outside, and then the cool fresh air can go through into the shaft to each
duct air grill by Bernoulli’s principle. After the cool fresh air is pushed into the indoor chamber,
the air is heated by human activities and machines working. The heated air is exhausted to the
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warm air shaft by the accumulation air box. The induced airflow of the warm air shaft can take
heated air outside through the skylight windows.

Fans

Fans

Figure 59. The section of the proposed office building- CFD wind simulation from outdoor to indoor

Result
As figure 60 shows, the diagram presents the thermal indoor wind flow direction simulation on the
summer solstice. Based on this diagram, this simulation almost proves the hypothesis I expected
before. On the warmest day of the year, the airflow exchanger takes the cool fresh air to the indoor
environment. This system almost helps the indoor workspace environment to keep 71-75 °F based
on the indoor thermal airflow simulation. This passive air exchange system also alternates day and
night, with cold night air passing through the floor and wall mezzanine ventilation wells, taking
away the heat from the previous day. Typically, the high airflow fan operates at night with ten air
changes per hour, while the low airflow fan operates during the day with two air changes per hour
by switching from low to high air speed at regular intervals.
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Figure 60. The section of the proposed office building-indoor airflow thermal simulation

Conclusion
According to the case Eastgate office building’s experience and simulation result. I estimated
that this bionic office uses 35% less energy overall than the conventional building in Shanghai
with full HVAC. Compared to complete HVAC, capital cost reductions are 10% of the whole
construction cost. When the HVAC often shuts down from main power or because other
buildings are not maintained properly, the bionic office keeps running within acceptable comfort
levels since its systems run on natural convection.
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7.4 The third biomimicry strategies-Honeycomb Holes Shadding Facade
Based on the advice given by climate constant 6.0, window overhang can reduce unwanted solar
radiance and decrease the level of glare according to the climate of Shanghai. Thus, I used a
parametric design tool to design a bionic architectural skin, which has hexagonal holes on the
surface of the skin that can filter a part of unwanted solar radiation and can block a portion of
intolerable glare. I think this is a kind of bionic feature because of the hexagonal shape of lighttransmitting holes on the outside building skin that imitate the structure of the honeycomb. This
proposed office building has double-skin facades shown in figure 61. A classic façade with a
second cover on the exterior, often constructed of glass, is referred to as a double façade
application[14]. These two facades sometimes called "skins," are separated by an empty area (air
gap) whose width might range from a few centimeters to several meters. The skins may shield
them from wind loads and dirt if a mechanical shade mechanism is fitted in the air gap.
However, compared with other traditional double-skin facades, this proposed building outside is
not made of glass but a concrete facade with hexagonal holes. The building's exterior corridor
separates two facade skins.

Figure 61. The detail of the proposed double skin section
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This inspiration is from case studies 4.6-4.8 and the principle of anti-reflective honeycomb grids. As figure
62 shows, a honeycomb grid could harvest sunlight, this technology has been used in spotlights and rifle

scopes. An anti-reflection tool known as a honeycomb filter is used to prevent reflections from the
scope lens from revealing a soldier's location[14]. The honeycomb construction not only provides
a bright vision and prevents aiming interference, but it also shields the lens from hits, scratches,
and sun glare[14]. For spotlights, The use of a specialized three-dimensional metal black anti-glare
honeycomb network, typically in front of the reflector (lens) to join the three-dimensional
honeycomb network, equivalent to the non-reflective material (black most often, but there are also
white areas), evenly divided into several dense small areas, disperses the main column of direct
light, reducing the intensity of light and impact intensity, and shooting the afterglow to the side of
the black honeycomb network there. On one hand, the side view of the words essentially also
blocked the glare of the light outlet to achieve the effect of anti-glare, seeing light without light.
On the other hand, the uniform distribution of the three-dimensional honeycomb network on the
other hand also blocked the light-emitting surface of the spotlight producing a large area of glare.

Figure 62. Left: a spotlight with a honeycomb grid. Right: rifle scopes with honeycomb grid.

Result

To prove the outstanding performance of block glare by this kind of bionic facade, I did the annual
glare simulation to the indoor environments of the proposal project building with three kinds of
hallow facade separately, which is aim to test the block performance of building skin with different
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three kinds of shape of holes. Those are respectively facade 1 with the bionic hexogen holes;
Facade 2 with round holes; and facade 3 with rectangle holes as shown in figure 63.

Figure 63. Extension of the building's exterior skin. a. facade 1. b. facade 2. c. facade 3.

This annual glare simulation relies on the vertical illuminance portion of the Daylight Glare
Probability （DGP） formula, plus a contrast measurement from the solar disc. Typically, a
fisheye depiction with a 180-degree opening angle is used to generate the measure. DGP
readings range from 0% to 100% and are split into four bands as follows:

Figure 64. DGP values

The annual glare simulation is called Spatial Disturbing Glare (sDG): the proportion of views
that suffer Disturbing or Intolerable Glare (DGP > 38%) for at least 5% of occupied hours over
the regularly occupied floor area Based on hourly DGP readings for eight various view directions
at each location in the building, the computation is made. The standard view height is 1.2 meters
above finished ground (eye height for a seated observer). Eight directional pie slices are used to
display the frequency of distracting glare in the Rhino viewport, with the color representing the
frequency from 0% to 5%.
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Facade 1.

Figure 65. Result false-color display of proposed office building with facade 1 indoor glare simulation.

Figure 66.Result dashboard of the proposed office building with facade 1 indoor glare simulation
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Facade 2.

Figure 67. Result false-color display of proposed office building with facade 2 indoor glare simulation.

Figure 68. Result dashboard of the proposed office building with facade 2 indoor glare simulation
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Facade 3.

Figure 69. Result false-color display of proposed office building with facade 2 indoor glare simulation.

Figure 70. Result dashboard of the proposed office building with facade 3 indoor glare simulation
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As figure 71 shown, I did the annual solar radiance simulation of the building massing, because that
influences the size of the building facade’s sunlight-transmitting holes. After doing the solar radiance on
the building massing, I got an unfolded facade solar radiance map. Then, I relied on the false-color pattern
of the solar radiance map to design the size of the building skin’s sunlight-transmitting holes so that I
make sure indoor illuminance was enough and outside skin had high efficiency in blocking glare
simultaneously. The color close to purple on the solar radiance map shows that the annual cumulative
radiation values are lower. On the contrary, the higher yellow, the accumulated solar radiation value.
Thus, the size of this light-transmitting hole is larger in the violet-leaning area and smaller in the yellowleaning area.
a.

b..

c..

d.

e.

Figure 71.a. solar radiation map; b. sunlight-transmitting hole pattern map; c. building massing solar radiance simulation; d.
Southwest corner of building outside skin with solar radiation simulation; e. southeast corner of building outside skin with solar
radia
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To compare the effectiveness of the sun shading function in an office building with and without
outside facades, I also did the annual glare simulation of the indoor environment of this bionic
office building under those two situations shown in figure 72.

Figure 72. Left: The result of proposed office building of single building skin indoor glare simulation. Right: The result of proposed
office building of double facade indoor glare simulation.
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To determine whether the outside façade has any detrimental effects on inside lighting. The final
simulation I ran in this part is the indoor Point-in-Time Illuminance under two scenarios of the
planned office building. One does not have an outer building skin, whereas the other does. On the
hottest day of the summer in Shanghai, this simulation shows the interior natural illumination at
three different time points (9:00, 12:30, and 17:00) for three other sky models (clear sky,
intermediate sky, and overcast sky). As figure 73 shows, overall occupied hours, the average
illuminance of the regularly occupied floor area.

Figure 73. Point-in-Time Illuminance at 9:00 am under three sky model. Left: single building skin indoor natural Illuminance
result. Right: double building skin indoor natural Illuminance result
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Figure 74.Point-in-Time Illuminance at midnight under three sky model. Left: single building skin indoor natural Illuminance
result. Right: double building skin indoor natural Illuminance result
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Figure 75. Point-in-Time Illuminance at 17:00 pm under three sky model. Left: single building skin indoor natural Illuminance
result. Right: double building skin indoor natural Illuminance result
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Analysis

sDG value

Facade1

Facade2

Facade3

2.3%

3.4%

3.9%

Table 9. The sDG value of three types of facades

The result of the annual glare simulation of the proposed office building indoor environment
under the three types of facades shows that facade 1(the honeycomb light-transmitting holes) has
the highest efficiency in the performance of blocking glare because the sDG value of facades 1 is
the lowest just has 2.3% as shown in table 9. Based on the annual glare simulation of all indoor
environments of this office building with three different types of double building models, I can
find out that glare issues are mainly concentrated in the atrium area. There is a small amount of
perceptible glare problem in the work area.
However, by comparing annual glare testing between the office building with a bionic exterior
facade and another one without an exterior facade, I can see the none external facade office
building workspace has more glare issue area than the external facade building, as shown 72.
The sDG value of no external facade office building has more than 8.8% than another one with
an external biomimicry facade, which means this bionic exterior facade plays a vital role in block
glare.
The results are finally shown after following point-time illuminance simulations for two
scenarios of office buildings with and without exterior biomimicry building skins, as indicated in
figure 72. I discovered that most office buildings with biomimicry skins are overly bright, which
means many workspaces have glare problems. Office buildings with bionic skins, however, have
an interior light level of 200–1500lux, meaning that glare issues are avoided, and natural light is
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ensured because of Useful Daylight Illuminance index (UDI) indicates that the UDI over the
2000 lx, that is equal to excessive light harvesting can create serious glare problems.
Conclusion
The analysis of those simulations of interior environments in this part demonstrates how well the
bionic facade on the office building works to reduce glare and raise the quality and comfort of
the internal environment. In other words, the bionic facade thrives on the element of improving
the sustainability of the office structure.
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7.5 The fourth bionic strategies-Photosynthetic cooperation cladding system
As previously stated, CO2 is a significant contributor to climate change, and buildings worsen the
issue. According to 2010 research by Cuellar-Bermudez, Garcia-Perez, Rittmann, and ParraSaldivar, the cement sector contributes 8% of world CO2 emissions. The project's goal is to solve
this issue by lowering the CO2 footprint of buildings. Carbon dioxide is the most common gas
generated in this cement's production process. Shanghai does not have many cement facilities with
dry kilns close to the city center. Cement is often stored and transported at facilities surrounding
Shanghai. Just taking the only one point to transport construction material to Shanghai has created
many carbon emissions.
a.

c.

b.

Figure 76. Photosynthetic cooperation cladding facade system. a. Photosynthetic facade. b. The section of ETFE modules. c.
Wetware that carries microalgae.
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As figure 76 is shown, the proposed office building has been installed with a kind of photosynthetic
cooperation cladding as a part of the building’s facade so that it can reduce the carbon dioxide
footprint of the building running. Since this photosynthetic building cladding system is a new
composite bio-digital technology that combines the aesthetic and material qualities of ETFE
cladding - lightweight, robust, transparent, and chemically inert - with the natural ability of microalgae to capture solar radiation and absorb CO2 10 times more efficiently than trees. This cladding
converts buildings into bio-power plants, carbon sinks, and air pollution filters.
How it works
As figure 77 is shown, the project in this thesis will use a kind of eco-facade to absorb CO2 from
indoor and outdoor air because for glazing, a type of microalgae that can take CO2 as
photosynthetic reaction nutrients into the facade cavity of ETFE modules. Within the ETFE
modules, air bubbles rise naturally through the aqueous media and come into touch with ravenous
bacteria. Algae absorb CO2 molecules and other contaminants from the air and convert them to
biomass. This may be collected and used to make bioplastic raw material used as the principal
construction material in ETFE modules. At the end of the process, freshly photosynthesized
oxygen is released into the urban microclimate from the top of each eco-façade unit. This building
facade design proposes the cultivation of microalgae as a technique based on Eco-studio's research
on eating carbon dioxide. Biomass is the biological product that microalgae go through when they
consume CO2 from the atmosphere as an energy source. Microalgae have a greater CO2 fixation
efficiency than kiln plants, making them a helpful tool for reducing CO2 emissions. Microalgae
cultivation is also advantageous from a sustainable standpoint since it uses wastewater treatment
and biofuel generation. Finally, the microalgae biomass acquired from the cultivation method may
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be utilized to produce biofuel, fertilizers, and human and animal dietary additives. It's also crucial
to be aware of the obligations of cultivating microalgae, which are reasonable.

Figure 77. Exploded axonometric diagram of the proposed office building & the life cycle of the Photosynthetic Cladding System
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Result

Thus, with this kind of eco-facade installed, the microalgae can make the building a sizeable
photosynthetic bio-reactor to reduce carbon dioxide, which can offset the building's carbon
footprint. The installed photosynthetic cladding office building has several of key benefits
below:
•

Reduced energy consumption

•

Improved urban air quality

•

Carbon sequestration

•

Algae production

Based on the performance chart in chapter 2, I estimated the main payback of the office building
installed by the photosynthetic cladding, as shown in the table 10. The total area of installing the
photosynthetic cladding for a proposed single building massing is 1897 m2.
Item

Daily value / sqm

Total year value

CO2 capturing

31 g/ day*sqm

21.25t

O2 production

23 g/day*sqm

16t

Algae Growth

20 g/day*sqm

14t

Oil content

12 g/day*sqm

8.3t

Energetic value

0.16 KWh/day*sqm

100MWh

Table 10.The payback of the Photosynthetic cooperation cladding system
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7.6 The fifth bionic strategies-Vertical wind turbine biomimicry tree

Regarding the design of the site landscape, rather than using a standard natural landscape tree, I
employed a bionic mechanical tree designed by the New Wind Company in this area of the
landscape design, as shown in figure 78. Small vertical-axis wind turbines are used to power this
bionic mechanical tree. The tree is twice as responsive as a standard turbine and can be utilized
more than 280 days a year, making it twice as efficient as a wind turbine. When it comes to
producing energy, wind trees are more efficient than bigger wind turbines since they need much
less wind and are less prone to failure. A proprietary product is used to simulate performance
that might be more typical of standard products in the future.

Figure 78. Left: traditional site landscape natural tree. Right: biomimicry wind turbine tree

These bionic wind trees produce power from breeze using 72 vertical axis microturbines (referred to as
Aeroleafs), as shown in figure 79. Each turbine "sheet," or Aeroleaf, is comprised of lightweight plastic,
as illustrated in this image. Resin is applied to the plastic to preserve it from Shanghai's humid and salty
weather.

Figure 79. Exploded axonometric diagram of Aeroleaf
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This kind of “ Aeroleaf ” not only can be a component of the biomimicry tree but also can be used as a
micro wind turbine on its own. Each “Aeroleaf ” can produce 33 KWh total per year. That is more flexible
to install wherever, like that can be a shrub in a roof garden, as shown in figure 80.

Figure 80. The proposed roof garden view installed Aeroleaf

Result

Wind energy is considered one of the best forms of renewable energy, second only to solar energy
in terms of clean and sustainable alternative energy sources. One wind turbine tree can produce
2500 kWh of electricity. As the figure shows 81, based on the site wind field simulation, I placed
the wind turbine tree where it has a higher wind speed as possible. However, I don't put this kind
of bionic wind turbine tree on all of the site landscapes. Considering human psychological factors,
this bionic wind turbine tree can’t instead of all of the real trees in the landscape because that close
to nature is truly what biomimicry needs. Thereby, root the wind turbine bionic trees where it has
higher wind speed, which can make the whole site plan and the roof garden could need nineteen
wind turbine trees for this proposal. Finally, relying on wind turbine trees, it could produce 47.5

100

MWh/year.

Figure 81. a. site wind field velocity simulation. b. wind turbine bionic tree layout drawing.
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7.7 Architectural Drawings

Figure 82. a. Proposed first-floor plan, scale: 1/160”=1’-0”; b. rendering view of team workspace; c. rendering view of homework
model; d. rendering view of semi-private workspaces; e. rendering of hybrid office model; f. proposed standard floor plan, scale:
1/16
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The interior area of the proposed office building was developed using a hybrid work paradigm,
which has obvious advantages in terms of productivity, job happiness, creativity, and other critical
performance factors, as shown in figure 82. Open offices are preferred by the majority of
employees, according to prior polls. When it comes to the post-epidemic period, workers are more
habituated to working from home. However, they still prefer to spend most of their week in the
office since they cannot communicate effectively with their home office colleagues. The split of
office space into a succession of hybrid office spaces is thus necessary to satisfy varied worker
preferences for an ideal working environment.
The project also provides employees with their own private space, which creates a spacious and
undisturbed working habitat for those who prefer to work remotely online while also avoiding
noise impacting the external office environment.
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Chapter 8. Result & conclusion
8.1 Result
Through the five kinds of biomimicry strategies’ support, the goal of the sustainability of the
proposed office building almost has been achieved. It finally also uses the five criteria proposed
in chapter 5 to evaluate the sustainable performance of the project. Each criterion maybe has been
influenced by one or more biomimicry strategies. For instance, the “Three-leaf clover form” has
impacts on indoor illumination advance and energy saving because that advancing indoor
illumination can reduce the ratio of artificial light used to electricity consumption naturally. Thus,
as shown in table 36, the matrix charts below illustrate how those five biomimicry strategies meet
the five criteria; illumination, glare, natural ventilation, energy savings, and carbon reduction. A
green tick indicates that the bionic strategy contributes to the criterion, while the opposite is
marked with a cross.
Biomimicry strategies’ contribution
Criteria

to building’s sustainable

Performance

performance
Building massing daylight
duration:
Summer solstice daylight
Indoor illumination

Three-leaf clover form

□√

hour>3
Winter solstice daylight hour >
2
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sAD300lx>50% > 75%
sAD Level: excellent.
DF: 2.6
The termite mounds structure
provides a light patio with the

Termite mounds
passive ventilation
system

□√

assistance of indoor
illumination advancing.

Honeycomb shape of
pores sun shading
facade

This strategies ASE1000lx 250hr <
□√

A photosynthetic
cooperation cladding
system

□×

Bionic wind turbine
tree

□×

Three-leaf clover form
Termite mounds
passive ventilation
system

10%

□×
□×
This strategy significantly
solved the problem of interior

Glare
Honeycomb shape of
pores sun shading
facade

□√

glare in the office building,
reducing the sDG glare value
to 2.3%.

The photosynthetic
cooperation cladding
system
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□×

□×

Bionic wind turbine
tree

This strategy provides the
office building with a poly
curved skin, which reduces

Three-leaf clover form

□√

surface air pressure and makes
it easier for outside air to press
into the building to increase
indoor and outdoor air
circulation.
This strategy simulates the
structure of a termite cavity
space and provides the office

Natural ventilation

building with a passive air
Termite mounds
passive ventilation
system

□√

conditioning cooling system in
the summer, keeping the
building's indoor temperature
largely in the comfort range of
71-75 degrees Fahrenheit

Honeycomb shape of
pores sun shading
facade
The photosynthetic
cooperation cladding
system

□×

Bionic wind turbine
tree

□×
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□×

□√

Energy saving: 175MWh

Termite mounds
passive ventilation
system
Honeycomb shape of
pores sun shading
facade
The photosynthetic
cooperation cladding
system

□√

Energy saving: 984 MWh

Bionic wind turbine
tree

□√

Three-leaf clover form

Energy saving

□×
□×

MWh /per year
□√

168t/year

Termite mounds
passive ventilation
system
Honeycomb shape of
pores sun shading
facade
The photosynthetic
cooperation cladding
system

□√

944.64t/year

Bionic wind turbine
tree

□×

Three-leaf clover form

Carbon emission
reduction

Wind energy produces: 47.5

□×
□√

21.25t/year

Table 11. Proposed biomimicry strategies performance chart

Based on the framework for the application of biomimicry, I evaluated the bionic grade of the
proposed office building below:
Biomimicry Item
Three-leaf clover form

Aspect
Form

Termite mounds passive
ventilation system

Function

Analysis
The building looks like a
Three-leaf clover
To mimic termite
construction, the
building's inside
conditions are
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Grade
Organism
level
Mimicry level

Honeycomb shape of
Form
holes sun shading facade
The photosynthetic
Material
cooperation cladding
system

Bionic wind turbine tree

Process

maintained such that
they are ideal and
thermally stable, for
instance. Additionally, it
might serve the same
purpose as termite
mounds, which can be
found all over the world.
The building façade
looks like a honeycomb
The structure is
constructed using the
same components as the
ecosystem, such as
water as the principal
chemical medium and
naturally existing
common chemicals.
It stores wind
energy into usable
forms.

Organism
level
Ecosystem
level

Ecosystem
level

Table 12. Bionic Grade Evaluation Form.

Summary
Table 36 shows how five criteria meet five biomimicry strategies; for indoor illumination, three
biomimicry strategies positively impact indoor illumination. The "three-leaf clover form" provides
a good layout space to accept sunshine maximum, the "termite mounds structure" offers a light
patio for the assistance of indoor illumination advancing, and the "honeycomb pores shading
facade" can reduce the value of ASE1000 250hr, which means this combination ensures adequate
indoor lighting while reducing dazzling areas. For glare, just one biomimicry strategy,
"honeycomb pores shading facade," plays a significant role in glow blocking. For natural
ventilation, The "three-leaf clover form" provides the office building with a curved poly skin,
which reduces surface air pressure and makes it easier for outside air to press into the building to
increase indoor and outdoor air circulation. The "termite mounds structure" simulates the structure
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of a termite cavity space and provides the office building with a passive air conditioning cooling
system in the summer, keeping the building's indoor temperature mainly in the comfort range of
71-75 degrees Fahrenheit. For energy saving, the "three-leaf clover form" reduces artificial lighting
by enhancing natural daytime indoor lighting and then saves power consumption by reducing
artificial lighting.
In the same way, the "termite mounds structure" will provide the office building with a passive
cooling system that will save energy by reducing the frequency of the building's air conditioning
in the summer. For carbon emission reduction, the "three-leaf clover form" and "termite mounds
structure" are both biomimicry strategies that reduce energy consumption by decreasing both
biomimicry strategies and minimizing energy consumption by reducing the use of energyconsuming equipment. Finally, energy consumption is reduced, and carbon emissions are naturally
reduced. According to the estimation, the CO2 emission of 1 kWh of electricity is about 960g.
Therefore, it can be deduced that the "three-leaf clover form" can reduce CO2 emissions by 168
tons per year, and the "termite mounds structure" can reduce CO2 emissions by 944 tons per year.
The "Photosynthetic cooperation cladding system" can actively capture 21 tons of CO2 annually.
8.2 Conclusion
This project was undertaken to design a bionic building with five biomimicry strategies and
evaluate how that biomimicry enhances the sustainability of the proposed office building. The
contribution of this study has been to confirm there still is a huge space where architects can
achieve inspiration from nature to advance the sustainability of building significantly, which also
has proved my hypotheses are right. However, a limitation of this study is that I didn't find a better
way to measure the sustainable performance of the proposed bionic building accurately. What’s
more, I found that designing bionic buildings is a huge challenge for architects because architects
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need to spend more time researching biology principles and combining those principles into their
building designs. That leads to the long lifecycle of design. But today, many architects’ clients
require them to put out the proposal in shortage time, which means that architects have no more
energy and time to research how to use biology to enhance the sustainability of the building. Thus,
this could be an obstacle to the development of bionics in the field of sustainable architecture. But
I strongly believe that the future positive impact of bionics on sustainable architecture will be
enormous through the efforts of architects.
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